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ABSTRACT:
Interrupted time series is a powerful and increasingly popular design for evaluating public health and health service interventions. The design involves analysing trends in the outcome of interest and estimating the change in trend following an intervention relative to the counterfactual (the expected ongoing trend if the intervention had not occurred). There are two key components to modelling this effect: first, defining the counterfactual; second, defining the type of effect that the intervention is expected to have on the outcome, known as the impact model. The counterfactual is defined by extrapolating the underlying trends observed before the intervention to the post-intervention period. In doing this, authors must consider the pre-intervention period that will be included, any time varying confounders, whether trends may vary within different subgroups of the population and whether trends are linear or non-linear. Defining the impact model involves specifying the parameters that model the intervention, including for instance whether to allow for an abrupt level change or a gradual slope change, whether to allow for a lag before any effect on the outcome, whether to allow a transition period during which the intervention is being implemented and whether a ceiling or floor effect might be expected. Inappropriate model specification can bias the results of an interrupted time series analysis and using a model that is not closely tailored to the intervention or testing multiple models increases the risk of false positives being detected. It is important that authors use substantive knowledge to customise their interrupted time series model \textit{a priori} to the intervention and outcome under study. Where there is uncertainty in model specification, authors should consider using separate data sources to define the intervention, running limited sensitivity analyses or undertaking initial exploratory studies.
**What is new?**

- Interrupted time series is one of the strongest quasi-experimental designs for evaluating the effect of health interventions. However, this design requires careful specification of several modelling features, for which little guidance is offered in the literature.
- We demonstrate how incorrectly modelling either the trend or the type of impact model can generate misleading results and offer a methodological framework for making modelling choices in interrupted time series analyses.
- Researchers must be transparent in providing a clear and objective justification for the choices they make in defining an interrupted time series model which is tailored to the specific intervention and outcome under study.

**INTRODUCTION:**

Interrupted time series (ITS) has become a core study design for the evaluation of public health interventions and health policies. The design takes advantage of natural experiments whereby an intervention is introduced at a known point in time and a series of observations on the outcome of interest exist both before and after the intervention. The effect of the intervention is estimated by examining any change following the intervention compared to the ‘counterfactual’, represented by the expected ongoing trend in the absence of the intervention (Figure 1). ITS involves a pre-post comparison, controlling for the counterfactual baseline trend, within the same population; therefore, it can be used in situations where no control population is available. This also has the advantage that selection bias and confounding due to group differences, which threaten the reliability of non-randomised controlled designs, are rarely a problem in ITS studies. Furthermore, because ITS incorporates the underlying trend it controls for short term fluctuations, secular trends and regression to the mean. The basic ITS design also has limitations; for example there is the potential for history bias whereby other events concurrent to the intervention may be responsible for an observed effect. Also, instrumentation effects can occur if there are changes in the way the outcome is measured over time. Previous studies have described these strengths and limitations of ITS in more detail and have provided guidance on its application. Furthermore, methodological publications have discussed effective approaches for limiting the risk of history bias, including controlled ITS designs and multiple baseline designs.
One area that has not been covered in detail in the existing literature is how researchers should approach specifying the ITS model used in the analysis. As discussed above, the ITS design involves making a comparison between the outcome observed following the intervention and the counterfactual. This comparison reduces to two key questions that define the estimated effect of the intervention.(2) First, how is the counterfactual defined? This involves modelling the pre-intervention trend. Second, how is the impact model of the intervention defined? That is, what type of effect do we hypothesise that the intervention will have on the outcome (such as whether the effect is gradual or abrupt, immediate or lagged)? This involves parameterizing the effect of the intervention relative to the counterfactual. Multiple alternative approaches exist to defining the counterfactual and the intervention impact model and inappropriate model selection could bias results, yet ITS studies often fail to provide a clear justification for their choice of modelling approach.(9)

In this paper we suggest approaches to ensure model specification is objective and appropriate to the intervention and outcome under investigation. The first section discusses the factors that contribute to defining the counterfactual and the second the factors that contribute to defining the impact model. For each of these sections we use illustrative examples from a recent ITS study of the impact of major reforms to the English National Health Service on hospital activity (described in Box 1)(10) to highlight the pitfalls of incorrect model specification and then provide a framework for a suggested approach to select the model. Finally, we also discuss sensitivity analysis and other approaches to dealing with uncertainty in model specification.

\[\text{DEFINING THE COUNTERFACTUAL}\]

A key step in ITS analysis is to predict how the outcome would have continued over time if no intervention had been implemented, referred to as the ‘counterfactual’ scenario. It is not possible to observe the intervention both being implemented and not being implemented in the same population at the same time. The true counterfactual is therefore never known and therefore inferring causality is rarely possible. Evaluation design centres on creating the best approximation of
the true counterfactual. This requires both the study population and the counterfactual to share the same characteristics as far as possible. In ITS studies this involves modelling the underlying trend in the outcome of interest within a single population. Since the effect of an intervention is a measure of its deviation from the counterfactual it is essential that the counterfactual is defined as accurately as possible. Incorrect definition of the counterfactual can lead to either overestimation or underestimation of the intervention’s effect. When estimating the baseline trend, it is necessary to consider both the data that will be included and the way the trend is modelled.

The pre-intervention time period
Routine data sources now often span many years; weekly or monthly time series with hundreds of data points are possible. For example, Swedish data on maternal mortality dates back to the mid eighteenth century.(12) Trends may change over time, therefore, how the counterfactual is predicted can vary depending on the range of data that is included. If the time period is too short, this increases uncertainty as there may be too little data to model the trend.(13) If a very long pre-intervention period is included, there is a risk that trends may have historically differed from current trends which raises doubts about the validity of the comparison. The minimum number of data points is a decision driven by the statistical requirements for the analysis and will depend on the variability of the data and the type of statistical model used. For example, to model a seasonal effect, a minimum of 12 data points will be required if using monthly data and complex autoregressive moving average (ARIMA) models often requires hundreds of data points.(2-4) The maximum amount of data to include is much more of a researcher driven decision and there are therefore risks that the data range can be manipulated to produce different outcomes. Researchers may choose to include the full dataset; nevertheless, the selection should focus on defining a valid counterfactual for the post-intervention measurements. Therefore, periods characterised by external factors affecting the underlying trends, such as changes to data collection procedures or previous interventions targeting the outcome of interest, should be excluded, or the effects of these factors appropriately modelled. Researchers should adopt an objective approach a priori to selecting the data which is to be included in the study and any decision to restrict the range of data used in the analysis should be clearly justified and reported transparently.

Expected changes in the trend
Changes may be expected in the trend that are unrelated to the intervention and these should be taken into account when defining the counterfactual. For example, there may be a limit to how long a trend could continue increasing or decreasing if the outcome is constrained by other factors, this can result in a floor or ceiling effect.(14) For example, vaccine uptake is limited to a level below 100% due to a small proportion of patients having allergies or other contraindications. Conversely, hospital length of stay could have a floor effect which will differ depending on the type of patient, disease or treatment being evaluated. The possibility of floor or ceiling effects should be anticipated
a priori and incorporated into the ITS model. Possible approaches to dealing with this include: allowing for a trend change at the anticipated floor or ceiling, restricting the analysis to above or below the floor or ceiling or transforming the data, for example to a log scale.

**Time-varying confounders**

Under a simple linear ITS model it is assumed that population characteristics associated with the outcome either remain relatively constant throughout the study period, or that they change only slowly and are captured by the underlying linear trend. This may not be the case and irregular fluctuations in the baseline trend may be explained by changes over time in covariates associated with the outcome.(15) Epidemiologists are accustomed to identifying potential confounding variables *a priori* and using multivariate regression models to adjust for these potential confounders.(16) A similar approach can be adopted using segmented regression for ITS studies by including potential time-varying confounders (explanatory variables that could affect the outcome and may change substantially and unpredictably over time).(2) Examples might include meteorological events,(17) population age distribution,(18) ethnicity or levels of deprivation.(19) Adjusting for time-varying confounders may result in irregular trends becoming linear thus conforming to this basic ITS assumption. Seasonality, can also be considered a time varying confounder and accounts for fluctuations in many health outcomes, such as infectious disease rates or hospital admissions.(2, 20) A range of methods exist for controlling for seasonality in time-series regression models which have been described in more detail elsewhere.(2, 21)

**Multiple groups**

ITS studies commonly use aggregate outcome data for the whole study population and define the underlying trend based on this aggregated data. This assumes that there is a uniform trend within the whole population. Nevertheless, different sub-groups or even different individuals within the study population may follow different trends that can result in irregular, non-linear trends when the data is aggregated together. More sophisticated ITS models can allow for these different trends and should be considered where sub-group or individual level data is available. For example, Steinbach et al evaluated the impact of changes to street lighting on casualties from road traffic collisions at night and used data on trends from individual road segments.(22)

**Linearity**

The above factors can be defined *a priori* by the researcher and may explain any non-linear trends. Nevertheless, the assumption linearity should be checked both by visual inspection of the data and residuals and through statistical goodness of fit tests such as the Pearson test.(15) If a linear trend exists, prediction of the counterfactual, and thus the isolation of an intervention is relatively
straightforward. However, if the baseline trend is non-linear it can be harder to predict the counterfactual and difficult to disentangle intervention effects. In particular, although flexible methods exist to describe non-linearities in regression models, in the ITS framework it is often the case that the estimates are highly sensitive to the degree of smoothing, so that the intervention effect cannot be distinguished from underlying fluctuations, or is artifactually created by the extreme flexibility of the model. Researchers should therefore be cautious about using ITS if the data follows a non-linear baseline trend which cannot be explained by other factors. Furthermore, it should be recognised that introducing non-linear terms post-hoc is a data driven approach and the underlying reason for these trends is unknown. It therefore must be assumed that the unknown underlying variables that explain this trend in the outcome follows the same pattern in both the pre-intervention and the post-intervention period.

Illustrative example
Figure 2 shows a time series from our case study (described in Box 1). Here we look at the impact of the policy on the number of outpatient specialist visits in England. Our full dataset had data on all outpatient visits between 2007 and 2015. To illustrate how changing the way that the pre-intervention trend is defined can affect the results of an ITS study we demonstrate different approaches to defining the trend. Each of the models allows for a change in the slope of the trend following the intervention. Figures 2a and 2b demonstrate the effects of choosing different pre-intervention time periods. In figure 2a the complete data series is used and there is no significant effect; in Figure 2b the data is restricted prior to April 2010 and there is a clear increase in the rate of specialist visits following the policy. Figures 2c and 2d show two different non-linear models, the second allowing a greater degree of smoothing in the data series. Again the results of the models differ with Figure 2c showing an increase in the outcome following the policy, whilst Figure 2d, which is a more flexible model, shows no change. The differing effects seen in these four models highlight the need for careful model selection in order to accurately estimate the effect of the intervention. In this example, in fact, a data quality issue was identified whereby a misclassification resulted in possible errors in outpatient numbers prior to 2010, therefore it was inappropriate to include data prior to this point. Figure 2b was therefore considered to be the most appropriate model a priori.

>>insert Figure 2: Four different approaches to modelling the trend
Framework for defining the trend
Box 2 outlines a suggested approach to defining the trend in the outcome.
DEFINING THE IMPACT OF THE INTERVENTION

As described above the effect estimate in an ITS study is a measure of the level and/or trend change in the outcome following an intervention. We have discussed how the trend is defined, the next step is to define how the intervention and its potential impacts are modelled. Different interventions can have different impacts on an outcome: for example, mandatory helmet legislation might be expected to have an abrupt effect on cycle head injuries, whereas an educational programme on cycle safety might be expected to have a more gradual effect.\(^{26, 27}\) Likewise, different outcomes can be expected to respond differently to the same intervention, for example policies restricting alcohol availability may be expected to have a relatively rapid effect on alcohol related road traffic casualties but a longer lag before any effect on liver cirrhosis.\(^{28}\) Different model parameters can be used to allow different effects to be expressed following the intervention. Less specific models can be used which allows a whole range of possible intervention effects to be detected. Nevertheless, this also increases the likelihood of false positive effects being detected due to other confounding events, data errors or chance resulting in type I errors.\(^2\) It is therefore preferable that researchers select a more precise impact model for the intervention \textit{a priori}, taking into account substantive knowledge on the nature of the intervention and how it was implemented, as well as the outcome of interest. There are a number of factors to consider in defining the impact model, including: whether the impact will be abrupt or gradual, whether any lag is expected, whether a ceiling or floor effect can be expected, and whether there was a transition period during which the intervention was implemented. These are discussed below.

\textbf{Abrupt or gradual effects}

The effect of the intervention may either be abrupt or gradual or both. An abrupt effect would result in an immediate or rapid change in the level of the outcome – observed as a step change in the time series (figure 3a(i)). A gradual effect would result in the level of the outcome changing slowly over time – observed as a change in the gradient of the trend (a slope change) (figure 3a(iii)). An intervention that is introduced at a precise point in time with an outcome that could respond rapidly would be expected to follow a step change model, for example the impact of restricting Medicaid funding for prescriptions on the number of prescriptions filled per month.\(^{29}\) Conversely, interventions that results in a more gradual process of change with an outcome that could respond at a variable rate would be expected to follow a slope change model. This includes complex health policies that require large scale institutional changes such as the example in our case study (Box 1).\(^{10}\) It is also important to consider the time interval of the time series when deciding whether to include a step change and/or a slope change model, a gradual slope change on a weekly time scale may appear as a step change on an annual time scale. It is important to underline that these two types of effects are not mutually exclusive, interventions may lead to an initial step change followed
by a more gradual slope change in either direction.(4, 29) Nevertheless, modelling both can be problematic and prone to artefacts in the absence of a strong signal in the data. This is particularly an issue where both exhibit a small effect in the same direction as they ‘rob’ each other of significance.

**Immediate or lagged effects**
Following the intervention, the effect on the outcome, whether it is a step change or a slope change, or both, may occur immediately or may be delayed (figure 3b). This typically depends on the outcome and how rapidly it could respond to the intervention. Many public health interventions are ultimately targeting disease morbidity or mortality, but they often do so through behaviour changes. An intervention might have an immediate impact on the behaviour but a lagged effect on any health outcome. For example, tobacco control policies might be expected to have an immediate impact on maternal smoking levels but a lag of approximately nine months before any impact on small for gestational age births and a much longer lag before any impact on lung cancer.(30)

**Transition period**
Interventions may be introduced over a prolonged period of time or may result in a short period of adjustment before the lasting impact on the outcome is manifested.(10) Furthermore, effects can begin prior to the intervention as an anticipatory response to a new policy.(31) This can be accounted for by dividing the time series into three phases: a pre-intervention phase, a transition period (which may or may not be included in the analysis) and a post-intervention phase (figure 3c).(20, 32) For example, Landrigan et al evaluated the impact of introducing a hospitalist system (employing physicians with a primary focus on caring for hospitalised inpatients) on length of stay in a paediatric hospital.(33) They allowed a transition from when the policy was first announced to when hospitalists fully took over patient care in order to allow for the effects of gradual system changes to prepare for the new policy.

**Waning effects**
The effect of an intervention may change over time. In particular, there may be a more notable effect of the intervention when the intervention is first introduced but with the effect waning over time. This is often due to greater publicity of the intervention when it was first implemented, as was observed when examining the effect of widely publicised warnings about a possible increased risk of suicidality with antidepressant use on antidepressant use.(34) If the initial effect is expected to be abrupt, this could be modelled as a step change to model the effect and a slope change to model the waning of this effect. If a gradual effect is expected, a non-linear term may be included to model both the effect and the waning (Figure 3d).(34)
Illustrative example
Figure 4 is again taken from our case study evaluation of the GP commissioning policy. This time we look at the effect in Wales, a control population. A control series can be added to an ITS study to help control for confounding events occurring around the time of the intervention. Because the control population was not subject to the intervention, we do not expect to see an effect in the control series. We demonstrate three approaches to modelling the impact of the intervention: In Figure 4a we use one of the most commonly used impact models which allows for a step and slope change at the point of the intervention and is therefore less specific about the intervention effect, here there is no significant change following the intervention. However, we have not taken into consideration either our knowledge of the intervention nor how we consider a priori that it would impact upon the outcome if effective. In Figure 4b, we instead select what we would consider a priori to be the most appropriate model. We know that the policy was enacted in April 2012 but that there was then a period of one year during which the new GP-led Clinical Commissioning Groups worked alongside the existing commissioners, we therefore allow a one year transition period. We also do not expect the policy to have an abrupt effect as existing secondary care contracts would only expire gradually and complex institutional changes would be required to establish new models of care, therefore a slope change model was selected. Again, there is no significant effect of the intervention. Finally, we select a model that provides the best fit to our data (using the Akaike Information Criterion), here we find a highly significant reduction in both the level and the slope associated with the intervention. In this example, however, we know that the intervention did not cause the level and slope change as this was taken from a control population that did not receive the intervention. This highlights the danger that using a data driven approach to select the impact model can lead to spurious results due to factors other than the intervention.
Framework for defining the impact model
Box 3 outlines a suggested approach to modelling the impact of the intervention.

DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY IN MODEL SELECTION
So far in this paper we have emphasised the need to carefully define the pre-intervention trend and the intervention impact model according to the specific intervention, outcome and data being used in the study. Often, however, the single best approach is difficult to define, in particular for novel interventions that have not previously been studied and when analysing the public health effects of unplanned events. Below we discuss some approaches to dealing with uncertainty in model selection:

Modelling unplanned events
While ITS is most commonly used for studies of pre-meditated health interventions or health policies, it can also be used to evaluate the health impacts of unplanned events.(36) If the timing of the event is clearly defined, for example: a natural disaster,(37) a chemical spill,(38) or a terrorist attack,(39) then the same modelling process can be used as for planned interventions. Nevertheless, the timing of many unplanned events is harder to define including: political or economic changes,(40, 41) war,(42) or interruptions in the supply of illicit drugs.(36) Under such circumstances an independent data source (unrelated to the outcome under investigation) should be used to establish the timing of the “intervention” period.(36) For example, Lopez Bernal et al used the widely acknowledged definition for recession of two successive quarters of contracting GDP to establish the timing of the late 2000s financial crisis in Spain in their evaluation of the effect of the financial crisis on suicides.(41)

Multiple models and sensitivity analysis
While we would encourage authors to select the most appropriate model a priori, there may be differing underlying theories that may wish to be tested for wish the authors wish to test different models. These should still be defined in advance and it is important that if multiple models are tested, that multiplicity corrections (such as the Bonferroni correction) are applied.(43) Sensitivity analyses can also be used to define a range of possible models or to test different assumptions.(2) For example, different ranges of outcome data or different lag periods may be selected.(41, 44) If the same effect is detected under different assumptions, this can increase confidence in the results.
However, without multiplicity corrections, running multiple different models to test a wide range of assumptions increases the likelihood of false positive effects being detected. As with the primary model, it is therefore important that sensitivity analyses are pre-specified. Where there is a lot of uncertainty about the nature of potential effect of an intervention it may be necessary to run various exploratory analyses in the first instance, rather than regarding the study as an explanatory evaluation. Methods for undertaking exploratory analyses, such as identifying change points have been discussed elsewhere.(45)

**Model diagnostics**

Regardless of the impact model selected assumptions should always be checked, various model checking techniques exist, such as assessment of residuals.(2) One particular assumption that should be checked in ITS models is that interventions are independent from one another. In time series data, observations close to each other in time tend to be more similar, this is known as autocorrelation. Often autocorrelation is explained by other factors such as time-varying confounders, and, in particular, seasonality. Nevertheless, residual autocorrelation should be checked after adjusting for these factors and where present, several methods exist for adjusting for autocorrelation. Methods for checking for and adjusting for autocorrelation are discussed in more detail elsewhere.(2)

**CONCLUSION**

Interrupted time series is one of the most rigorous quasi-experimental designs and avoids many of the sources of bias and confounding of other observational studies.(1, 3) Nevertheless, we have demonstrated the risk that incorrect modelling of either the underlying trend or the impact of the intervention has for generating misleading results. The threat to validity is greatest when more flexible or data driven models are chosen as this increases the likelihood of detecting false positive effects due to confounding events or random noise. Therefore, the most appropriate model for a given intervention and outcome should be carefully considered and we have outlined an objective approach for this. Where there is uncertainty over model choices, clearly defined sensitivity analyses can be added. If a flexible model is required, other design adaptations, such as controlled interrupted time series or multiple baseline designs,(46, 47) should be applied to help exclude alternative explanations for any effects.

Given the range of possible model choices in ITS analysis, it is important that researchers are transparent in providing clear and objective justification for any modelling decisions when reporting
ITS studies. The methods section should include a statement on the amount of data available, any
data restrictions and the reasons for these. We would also suggest providing a scatter plot of the
complete data series as a supplementary appendix so that readers and reviewers can scrutinise any
data restrictions or model choices. The primary model for the baseline trend should be clearly
justified, including the reasons for including or excluding any time varying confounders and the
reasons for any non-linear trends. Similarly, authors should defend their chosen impact model,
including a clear description of the nature of the intervention and the nature of its expected effect
on the outcome. Finally, authors should acknowledge any uncertainty in model selection in the
limitations and any sensitivity analyses should again be fully justified.
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Figure 1: the interrupted time series design
Solid line = modelled trend; dashed line = counterfactual; vertical line = intervention implementation. This shows a step decrease and decrease in the slope following the intervention.

Figure 2: Four different approaches to modelling the trend
a: simple linear trend; b: excluding data prior to April 2010; c: non-linear allowing one inflection point; d: non-linear trend allowing two inflection points. Dots= data observations; solid line = fitted model; dashed line = counterfactual; vertical line = policy implementation.
Figure 3: Interrupted time series impact models

X-axis represents time, y-axis represents the outcome. The vertical blue line is the time when the intervention was implemented; the red line is the ITS regression model. a(i) abrupt step change effect, a(ii) gradual slope change effect; b(i) immediate effect following the intervention, b(ii) lagged effect; c(i) intervention at a specific time point, c(ii) transition period (blue box) excluded from the model; d(i) waning effect following a step change, d(ii) gradual effect with gradual waning.
Figure 4: Four different approaches to modelling the impact of the intervention
a) Step and slope change model; b) slope change only with a one year intervention phase; d) step and slope change with a one year intervention phase.
Box 1: Case study

To illustrate the strengths and limitations of different approaches to model specification we use data from a recent study evaluating the impact of the 2012 Health and Social Care Act in England on hospital admissions and outpatient specialist visits.(10) This policy aimed to involve general practitioners (GPs) in commissioning (planning and purchasing) secondary care through the establishment of GP-led Clinical Commissioning Groups. GP-led commissioning is expected to reduce healthcare costs by shifting care away from secondary care to primary and community settings.(11) We therefore hypothesized that the reforms would result in a relative reduction in secondary care activity (inpatient admissions and outpatient visits). The health and social care act was enacted in April 2012, there was then a 12 month period during which the Clinical Commissioning Groups worked alongside the existing healthcare administrative bodies before taking over fully independent commissioning in April 2013. We had quarterly data on all NHS hospital admissions and outpatient visits between the second quarter of 2007 and the final quarter of 2015. More details about the intervention and the data can be found in the original study.(10)
Box 2: Framework for defining the trend in the outcome

1. Find out maximum time range of the dataset.
2. Check with data provider and review data quality notes for changes to data collection and any data errors requiring the data to be truncated.
3. Examine the literature for and seek expert advice on previous interventions or events that may have affected the outcome of interest.
4. Consider whether the outcome is likely to have a seasonal pattern or other known cyclical patterns and adjust for these.
5. Consider whether there are other measurable variables that could influence the outcome and may change substantially over time. If so include the variables within the model.
6. Examine the pre-intervention data graphically for linearity and any obvious cyclical patterns or trend changes.
7. Fit a model with linear trend on the pre-intervention data only and examine the fit.
8. If a linear model is a poor fit, consider a non-linear model. Discuss reasons for any non-linear trend and acknowledge in limitations if these are unknown or unmeasurable.
9. Run relevant sensitivity analyses if there is any uncertainty over model selection.

Box 3: Framework for defining the impact model of the intervention

1. Consider whether the intervention was implemented gradually or abruptly.
2. Consider whether the outcome would respond quickly or slowly if the intervention were effective.
3. Consider whether the intervention would be expected to have an immediate or delayed impact on the outcome.
4. Examine existing evidence on the duration of the lag with similar interventions or outcomes.
5. Consider whether the intervention was introduced at a specific point in time or over a prolonged period.
6. Check when the intervention was announced, marketed, implemented or removed – consider whether each of these stages could have affected the outcome.
7. Consider whether there could be a ceiling or floor effect on the outcome.
8. Run relevant sensitivity analyses if there is any uncertainty over model selection.